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Surface-field-induced microstructures of asymmetric
diblock copolymer nanoparticles

Shiben Li1, Meijiao Liu1, Yongyun Ji1, Linxi Zhang1 and Haojun Liang2

The microstructures of asymmetric diblock copolymer nanoparticles were investigated using real-space self-consistent field

theory. The nanoparticle boundary provides a spherical confinement in which the highly deformable copolymers are forced into

a closed and crowded space. The surface-field-induced effects on the microstructures were examined systematically, and a rich

variety of novel structures, such as mixtures of distorted cylinders and spherical lamellae, was observed in the copolymer

nanoparticles. Investigations of the free energies indicate that the surface-field-induced structural transitions are of the first

order. The formation mechanism of the confinement-induced structures was reasonably elucidated, based on the interactions

between the polymer chains and confinement boundaries, and on the spherical symmetry from confinements. Our theoretical

results are in good agreement with available simulation and experimental observations.
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INTRODUCTION

Block copolymer nanoparticles have a broad range of applications as
advanced functional materials in the optical, electronic, biological and
medical fields.1–5 For example, multilayered diblock copolymer nano-
particles can be considered not only as spherical dielectric resonators3

but also as high-density three-dimensional optical data storage5

because of their inner microstructures, which originate from phase
separations in a confined environment. These inner microstructures of
polymer nanoparticles are intimately related to their spherical con-
finement boundaries, which are characterized by the confinement size
and surface field, and dominate the chemical and physical properties
of polymer nanoparticles.
It is generally recognized that surface fields with special symmetries

are crucial to obtaining surface-induced microstructures of diblock
copolymers. A large number of studies have contributed to the
confinement-induced effects on the microstructures of diblock copo-
lymers confined in thin films and cylindrical nanopores.6–20 The
results of these studies indicate that cylindrical nanopores engender
distinct confinement-induced effects on the microstructures compared
with those of thin films because of the different symmetries of their
confinement surfaces. When the polymer chains are confined in a
spherical environment provided by the nanoparticle boundaries, they
may show unique characteristics. Indeed, a number of novel micro-
structures have been observed in lamella-forming diblock copolymer
nanoparticles. Specifically, microstructures with multiple spherical
layers, that is, spherically concentric lamellae or onion-like struc-
tures, have been predicted in lamella-forming diblock copolymer

nanoparticles by Monte Carlo (MC) simulations21,22 and by dynamic
density functional theory simulations,23 and have been observed in the
experiments with various methods.24–29 These studies demonstrate
that the spherical boundaries of nanoparticles, especially those with
preferential surfaces, can strongly influence the microstructures of
diblock nanoparticles by distorting the flat lamellae into spherical
ones. Moreover, the perpendicular lamellae, that is, the stacked
lamellae, have been observed for diblock copolymer nanoparticles in
experiments25,26,29,30 and simulations,22 in which the lamellae main-
tain the same flat characteristics as the bulk structures (perpendicular
to one of symmetric axe). In addition to spherical and perpendicular
lamellae, a series of non-lamellar microstructures, including the
embedded structure and Janus-type, tennis ball-, mushroom- and
screw-like structures, have also been observed in symmetric diblock
copolymer nanoparticles.22,30 On the other hand, novel microstruc-
tures have been observed in cylinder-forming diblock nanoparticles by
dissipative particle dynamics,31 dynamic density functional theory23

and self-consistent field theory (SCFT) approaches.32 The microstruc-
tures predicted in these simulations revealed that cylinder-forming
diblock copolymers can be packed into complex microstructures with
either body-centered symmetry or other asymmetries. However, there
are relatively few studies that have contributed to the microstructures
of cylinder-forming diblock copolymer nanoparticles.
Although the studies mentioned above have been carried out

with individual confinement sizes and strengths of surface fields, it
is still noteworthy that only a few works involve confinement size- and
surface-field-induced effects.22,23,30–32 In particular, Yu et al.22 have
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investigated the confinement-induced effects on the lamella-forming
diblock copolymers in nanoparticles. These authors have examined
the dependence of spherical layer thicknesses and chain conforma-
tions on confinement size and surface fields, and have revealed a rich
variety of novel structures in diblock nanoparticles. Chen et al.32 have
reported confinement size effects on cylinder-forming diblock nano-
particles, and have observed multilayered microstructures with body-
centered symmetries. In these two studies, the model copolymers were
adopted to be located in the strong segregation regime. Generally
speaking, the microstructures of diblock copolymer nanoparticles
are strongly dependent on the polymer parameters, that is, the
block ratios and the degrees of incompatibility.23,29 We are aware
that the polymer parameters near the phase-diagram boundaries are of
special interest because they are able to deform into a series of
microstructures for the diblock copolymers under confinement.13

Hence, an extensive study that examines the surface-field effects of
the microstructures of cylinder-forming diblock copolymer nanopar-
ticles, especially those with special polymer parameters, is desirable.
In this study, we systematically investigated the effects of surface

fields on the microstructures of cylinder-forming diblock copolymer
nanoparticles with the SCFT calculation method. The polymer para-
meters were selected to be near the cylinder–sphere phase boundaries,
in which the bulk cylinders are easy to deform into the other
structures. The novel structures in such polymer nanoparticles over
a wide parameter space were explored.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
We used the SCFT calculation method to obtain the microstructures of

equilibrium states in diblock copolymer nanoparticles. The model is shown

in Figure 1. The spherical boundary of a nanoparticle was constructed as an

impenetrable surface; the diblock copolymers inside were regarded as Gaussian

chains with the same volume fraction of A-blocks, fA, and polymerization

index, N. In our calculations, the spatial lengths were scaled in the unit of Rg,

the gyration radius of an ideal Gaussian chain for a diblock copolymer; the free

energies are expressed in units of kBT. For a diblock copolymer confined in a

spherical nanoparticle with diameter d and volume V, the SCFT free energy per

chain in an external field can be expressed as

F

nkBT
¼ � ln

Q

V

� �
+
1

V

Z
dr wABNfAfB � oAfA � oBfB � UAfA � UBfB½ � ð1Þ

Equation (1) is divided into two terms, the logarithmic and integral terms. The

integral term describes the interactions among the different blocks and those

between the blocks and spherical confinement boundaries. The repulsion

interactions between A and B blocks are parameterized by the incompatibility

degree of the different blocks, wN, wherew is the Flory–Huggins parameter. This

repulsion interaction is proportional to the respective segment density fA(B). In

SCFT, the fluctuation effects are ignored, and the multi-body interactions

between the surrounding blocks are replaced by a mean field oA(B). The

adsorption interactions between the spherical boundaries and blocks, UA(B),

which are reduced to lA(B)¼UA(B)/wN, are only applied on the lattice next to

the nanoparticle boundaries such that they are short-range interactions. This

adsorption interaction is similar to that commonly used in MC simulations,

which provides a convenient way to compare the present results with those

from the available MC simulations.8,9,12,22 In the logarithmic term, the single-

chain partition function, Q, can be expressed as Q ¼
R
q r; 1ð Þdr in the mean

fields oA(B). The segment distribution function, q(r, s), is the statistical weight

of a chain segment of contour length s containing a free-chain end with its

connected end located at r. The function q(r, s) satisfies the modified diffusion

equation in the mean fields; that is,

q
qs
q r; sð Þ ¼ R2

gr2q r; sð Þ � Noq r; sð Þ ð2Þ

Because the chain is asymmetric, another segment distribution function, q¢(r, s),
is needed, which satisfies the diffusion equation multiplied by �1 only on the

right-hand side. These two equations assume the initial conditions q(r, 0)¼q¢
(r, 1)¼1. Here, o¼oA for 0pspfA; otherwise, o¼oB. Also, the Crank–

Nicholson scheme is used to solve the modified diffusion equations, which

have been proven to be an efficient approach in previous works.13,32

To obtain the equilibrium phase structure, the free energy is minimized to a

stable value with respect to the mean fields and the segment density fields. The

minimization of the free energy results in a set of self-consistent equations,

which can be expressed as

oA rð Þ ¼ w fB rð Þ � fBð Þ � UA rð Þ ð3Þ

oB rð Þ ¼ w fA rð Þ � fAð Þ � UB rð Þ ð4Þ

fA rð Þ ¼ V

Q

ZfA
0

dsq r; sð Þq0 r; sð Þ ð5Þ

fB rð Þ ¼ V

Q

Z1

fA

dsq r; sð Þq0 r; sð Þ ð6Þ

where the incompressibility

f0 rð Þ ¼ fA rð Þ+fB rð Þ ð7Þ
is enforced with a Lagrange multiplier P(r). We generalize the incompressibility

constraint to f0¼fA+fB and f0¼1 inside the nanoparticle, f0¼0.5 in the

lattice near the boundary and f0¼0 in the boundary. In other SCFT calcula-

tions, the incompressibility constraint is set to be a step function or a cosine

function.33,34 Recently, Meng and Wang35 suggested that the microstructures of

the equilibrium states are not significantly affected by the functional form for

the incompressibility constraints. Therefore, these generalizations in our

calculations ensure the representation of an impenetrable boundary and cause

the diblock copolymers to be confined inside the spherical nanoparticles. The

above self-consistent equations can be numerically solved by a combinatorial

screening method, based on the real-space implementation originally proposed

by Fredrickson and Drolet.36,37 The real-space implementation with the

iteration steps is suitable for exploring the novel phase structures of copolymers

without requiring assumptions of system symmetry. Here, we use the real-space

implementation to determine the phases with minimum free energies. We use

different random initial conditions in our iterative algorithm to determine the

potential structures, and we take the equilibrium phase to be the structure with

Diblock
Copolymers

In bulk

In nanoparticle

L0

Figure 1 Schematic illustration of nanoparticles composed by A-B diblock

copolymers, which are cylinder forming with a bulk period L0. The red chains

of the diblock copolymers are A-blocks, and the green chains are B-blocks.

A full color version of this figure is available at Polymer Journal online.
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the lowest free energy when the convergence criterion is o1.0�10�10. In these

calculations, we assigned 0.2Rg as the lattice constant, and we divided the chain

contour length into 200 segments, which is similar to what was performed in

our previous works.13,38

In this study, we specified the polymer parameters as fA¼0.25 and wN¼30,

which results in hexagonally packed cylinders in the bulk phase. According to

the bulk phase diagram, the model polymer is located near the boundaries

between the spherical and cylindrical phases.39 To obtain the bulk period of

model polymers, we performed the SCFT calculations many times in the two-

dimensional space with periodic boundary conditions. Under these considera-

tions, we obtained a bulk polymer period of L0¼3.80Rg, as shown in Figure 1.

For the microstructures in spherical nanoparticles, several particle diameters d

were considered, and the strengths of the surface fields lA(B) were incrementally

varied to explore the surface-field-induced effects on the microstructures of

nanoparticles. All of these SCFT calculations were performed in a PC cluster

with 25 crunodes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The surface-field-induced microstructures are shown in Figures 2–5,
and more detailed information of several microstructures is also
provided in the Supplementary information (see Supplementary
Figures S1 and S2). We examined the surface-field-induced effects
by increasing lA(B) with a small step of DlA(B)¼1/15 over a wide range
of lA¼0.00–1.00. The free energies as functions of surface-field
strengths are plotted in Figure 6. All of these microstructures are
presented by two colors (red and blue), which represent the A-block-
rich and B-block-rich domains, respectively. We chose the surface-
field-induced effects only for the nanoparticles with d/L0¼1.68, 2.84,
3.26 and 4.32 as typical examples; we denoted d/L0¼1.68 and 4.32 as
the small and large nanoparticles, respectively, and d/L0¼2.84 and 3.26
as the moderate nanoparticles.

The microstructures in nanoparticles with A-preferential surface
As shown in Figure 2, for small nanoparticles with d/L0¼1.68 (that is,
severe confinement), the nanoparticles maintain their single-layered
structures over the whole range. In MC studies, the symmetric diblock
copolymers also keep the stacked lamellar structure over a wide range
of surface-field strengths.22 Here, the polymer–surface interactions are
similar to the contact interactions used in the MC simulations. Hence,
it is difficult for the weak contact interactions to affect the single-
layered microstructures, especially for the contact interactions with the
minority blocks. We then turned our attention to the microstructures
of large nanoparticles at d/L0¼4.32, the structures with three layers, as
shown in Figure 2. The same three-layered structure, as that in the
neutral surface, appears over a wide range of lA¼0.00–0.53, which
indicates that this structure is stable under this condition. With
increasing lA, the structure first turns into a structure with a cylinder
network at lA¼0.60–0.73, and then the cylinder network develops into
a spherical lamella at lA¼0.80–1.00. During this process, the distribu-
tion of A-blocks becomes more and more crowded in the outermost
layer because of the strong adsorptions. The previous simulations
reported that the lamella- or even cylinder-forming diblock copoly-
mers can be adsorbed into the boundaries and assemble into cylind-
rical lamellae near the boundaries because of strong adsorption
effects.15,16 It has also been reported that symmetric diblock copoly-
mers form spherical lamellae near the boundaries because of the
strong surface field.22 Here, we observed spherically concentric lamel-
lae for cylinder-forming lamellae originating from the strong adsorp-
tion effects. From an overview of the evolutionary process, we
conclude that the spherical surface field results in the corresponding
symmetric structure, from body-centered symmetry to spherical
symmetry, when increasing the strength of the surface field. Because

the long-range interactions between the middle layer and outermost
layer are not sufficiently strong, the innermost and middle layers
remain unchanged. An additional reason may be that the innermost
and middle layers possess the original spherical symmetries, which is
consistent with the symmetries of the surface fields.
For moderate nanoparticles with double-layered structures, we

selected two cases, the d/L0¼2.84 and 3.26 cases, in which the inner
layers are solid spheres and spherical shells in the neutral surface, to
examine the surface-field effects, as shown in Figure 3. For d/L0¼2.84,
the rhombic–cylinder network only occurs in the narrow range of
lA¼0.00–0.07 and then evolves into a structure with irregular dis-
torted cylinders in the outer layer and an ellipsoid in the inner layer at
lA¼0.13–0.20. The ellipsoid structure with weak symmetry is assumed
to be accommodated with the distorted cylinders in the outer layer
through the long-range interactions between the inner and outer
layers to balance the short-range polymer–surface interactions applied
on the outer layers. In turn, this balance results in the irregular
distribution of cylinders in the outer layer. We observed other irregular
structures in the outer layers, such as when d/L0¼4.32 and lA¼0.60–
0.73, in which the weak asymmetries in the outer layers enabled us to
observe these accommodation effects. It should be pointed out that
the long-range interactions between the neighboring periods likely
lead to artifact microstructures in the bulk simulations when the
periodic boundary conditions are selected.40,41 In our calculations, the
periodic boundary conditions are not necessary because the nanopar-
ticle provides a completely closed confinement. Alternatively, this
requires the distortion of cylinders in the outer layer to meet
commensurability. Subsequently, the outer layer adjusts its own
pattern into a structure with six cylinder rings in the outer layer at
lA¼0.27–0.67. However, the ellipsoid structure in the inner layer
undergoes a long process of adjustment and evolves into a solid
sphere. This fact indicates that the short-range interactions between
polymers and the surfaces have more obvious effects than those of
long-range interactions between neighboring cylinders. The strong
surface field requires the spherical symmetries applied on the outer
layers, and six cylinder rings then deform to connect with each other
and develop into network structures with weak spherical symmetry at

4.32
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0.00
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1.68
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0.470.400.330.270.200.130.07

1.000.930.870.800.730.670.60

Figure 2 The microstructures of nanoparticles with d/L0¼1.68 and 4.32.

The structures are arranged as a function of the strength of surface

preference, lA, in the nanoparticle with A-preferential surfaces. The full

structures and their cut views are presented by A-blocks. A full color version

of this figure is available at Polymer Journal online.
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lA¼0.73–0.87 and subsequently into a spherical lamella structure at
lA¼0.93–1.00. In this process, the variation of the outer layer does not
affect the inner structure, although the short-range polymer–surface
interactions are strong. For another double-layered structure at
d/L0¼3.26, only three structures were observed during the evolution
process with lA. First, the diblock copolymers maintain a structure
with eight cylinder triangles and spherical shells over a range of
lA¼0.00–0.27, indicating that this structure is not sensitive to the
weak lA. Then, the structure with six cylinder rings and a spherical
shell appears at lA¼0.33–0.47, which is similar to the structures at
d/L0¼2.84 and lA¼0.40–0.67. With increasing lA, the outer layer
continuously adjusts its pattern and finally evolves into a spherical
lamella at lA¼1.00.
Here, we emphasize two characteristics by comparing the surface-

field effects on the nanoparticles with various layer structures. First,
the appearance of spherical lamellae has a delay of lA for the first time
as the confinement size increases. Specifically, we observed the
spherical lamellae at lA¼0.80 for the three-layered structure and at
lA¼1.00 for the double-layered structure; we were unable to observe
the spherical lamellae in the range of lA¼0.00–1.00 for the single-layer
structure. Indeed, spherically concentric lamellae have been reported
for lamellae-forming diblock copolymers under spherical confinement
in MC simulations21,22 and in experiments.24,25 More evidence has
been provided in the cylindrical nanopore cases, in which the cylinder-
forming diblock copolymers form the cylindrical lamellae when the
confinement sizes and strengths of the surface field are increased.16

Here, we observed the phase behaviors of spherically concentric
lamellae for the cylinder-forming diblock copolymer nanoparticles
due to strong polymer–surface interactions. On the other hand, the

balance between the long-range and short-range interactions is
dependent on the nanoparticle diameters. The results suggest that
the short-range polymer–surface interactions dominate in the large
nanoparticles, whereas the long-range interactions between the inner
and outer layers have more important roles in the small nanoparticles.
This also suggests that studies should be conducted on the stress
distributions for cylinder-forming diblock copolymers in nanoparti-
cles, which has been recently developed for bulk diblock copolymers in
theoretical and MC simulation works.42,43

The microstructures in nanoparticles with B-preferential surface
The strongly asymmetric blocks of model polymers enable us to
compare the different effects of surface fields on the majority (B)
and minority (A) blocks. Figures 4 and 5 provide us another case to
examine the surface-field-induced effects on the microstructures of
cylinder-forming diblock copolymer nanoparticles. For the small
nanoparticles with single-layered structures at d/L0¼1.68, as shown
in Figure 4, the surface field is not strong enough to influence the
microstructures at lB¼0.00–0.27, such that the diblock copolymers
maintain the same patterns as those in the neutral surfaces. Subse-
quently, the diblock copolymers form two structures, a structure with
a ring and droplet at lB¼0.33 and a structure with several droplets at
lB¼0.40–0.47; these then assemble into structures with spherical
lamellae over a wide range of lB¼0.53–1.00. Because the surfaces
prefer the B-blocks, the outermost layers are constructed by B-block
spherical lamellae. These spherical lamellae are formed because of the
strong short-range adsorption interactions between the boundaries
and B-blocks. Once the spherical lamellae are formed, they show a
stable structure over a wide range. For the large nanoparticles with
three-layered structures at d/L0¼4.32, we observed that the micro-
structures are not sensitive to the weak surface field at lB¼0.00–0.33,
as shown in Figure 4. For visual aid, we also plotted the cut views for
the A- and B-block domains in the below. With these aids, we indeed
found that the patterns of these domains remained unchanged over
this range. When the surface field is increased to lB¼0.40–0.60, an
interesting structure appears in which the three-layered structures
deform into double-layered structures in A-block domains. This
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Figure 3 The microstructures of nanoparticles with d/L0¼2.84 and 3.26.

The structures are arranged as a function of the strength of surface

preference, lA, in the nanoparticle with A-preferential surfaces. The full

structures and their cut views are presented by A-blocks. A full color version

of this figure is available at Polymer Journal online.
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Figure 4 The microstructures of nanoparticles with d/L0¼1.68 and 4.32.

The structures are arranged as a function of the strength of surface

preference, lB, in the nanoparticle with B-preferential surfaces. The full

structures and their cut views are presented by A-blocks. A full color version

of this figure is available at Polymer Journal online.
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double-layered structure contains a large number of ellipsoids dis-
tributed spherically in the outer layer. A previous work has reported
similar structures for a cylinder-forming diblock copolymer under
spherical confinement with other parameters in which the inner layer
is a solid sphere.32 Similar structures with scattered droplets have also
been reported in other work.31 As the diblocks are highly asymmetric,
the surface fields with lB¼0.40–0.60 are much stronger than those of
A-preferential surfaces. To balance this strong adsorption interaction
between the B-blocks and boundaries, the middle layer can easily be
deformed, and the inner layer is enlarged from the solid core to a
spherical shell. Following the same reasoning, the spherical shell is
continuously deformed with increasing lB into a cubic cylinder at
lB¼0.67–0.80. With continuously increasing lB, the diblock copoly-
mer nanoparticle transforms into a structure with rhombic cylinders
embedded with droplets in the outer layers at lB¼0.87–0.93. Finally,
the diblock copolymers deform into the droplets spherically distrib-
uted in the outer layer and a similar cylindrical cube in the inner layer
at lB¼1.00. From the evolution process at lB¼0.67–1.00, we conclude
that the cylindrical cube structure in the inner layers are relatively
stable structures under the present conditions.
For the moderate nanoparticles with double-layered structures at

d/L0¼2.84, shown in Figure 5, the diblock copolymers maintain their
original patterns in the narrow range of lB¼0.00–0.07 and transform
into another structure over a wide range of lB¼0.13–0.47. The
double-layered structure consists of droplets in the outer layers and
an irregular solid core in the inner layers. The irregular core adjusts its
pattern slightly with increasing lB and develops into a regular sphere
at lB¼0.40–0.47. This slight adjustment in the inner layer is similar to
those observed in the d/L0¼2.84 and lA¼0.13–0.33 case. We noticed

that this structure is similar to that reported in a previous work in
which the blocks have a more asymmetric characteristic.23 In parti-
cular, we observed the several droplets connected with each other in
the outer layers at lB¼0.53. The structure immediately transits into a
single-layer structure, in which the diblock copolymers form the cubic
layers in the B-block matrix at lB¼0.60–80. These cubic lamellae
are somewhat similar to the cubic cylinders in the lA¼0.40–0.67 and
d/L0¼2.84 case, in which the diblock copolymers form double-layered
structures. The single-layer structure is due to the strong adsorption
interactions between the surfaces and B-blocks, resulting in a spherical
lamella near the boundaries. Then the structure with cubic symmetry
evolves into a structure with body-centered symmetry at lB¼0.93–
1.00 and passes through an immediate structure with distorted
cylinders at lB¼0.87. The nanoparticles with d/L0¼3.26 experience a
similar development process, in which the scattered droplets in the
outer layer and solid sphere in the inner layers also appear at lB¼0.20–
0.47 after a few adjustment steps at lB¼0.07 and 0.13. Then the
diblock copolymer shows the same structures as those observed at
d/L0¼2.84 and lA¼0.40–0.67 over the wide range of lB¼0.53–1.00 in
addition to the special structure at lB¼1.00.
The general conclusion that the strong adsorption interactions

between the surfaces and B-blocks are equivalent to reducing the
confinement sizes can be drawn. This equivalence is particularly
obvious in the nanoparticles with double- or three-layered structures.
Specifically, the strong interactions result in the transformation of
the three-layered structures into the double-layered structures at
d/L0¼4.32 and the double-layered structures into the single-layered
structure at d/L0¼3.26 and 2.84. In addition, we point out that the
microstructures are more complex than those observed in A-prefer-
ential surfaces because of the hard-wall effects in which the A-blocks
prefer the neutral surfaces.35 These phenomena have also been
observed for diblock copolymers with cylindrical nanopores.13,14,16

Hence, the short-range interactions between the B-blocks and bound-
aries must overcome these hard-wall effects by overturning the blocks
near the boundaries, resulting in the redistribution of polymer chains
through interactions between neighboring cylinders. At the same time,
the long-range interactions between the inner and outer layers are
modified to accommodate the surface–polymer interactions to balance
these interactions. This is why many droplets are distributed in the
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Figure 5 The microstructures of nanoparticles with d/L0¼2.84 and 3.26.

The structures are arranged as a function of the strength of surface

preference, lB, in the nanoparticle with B-preferential surfaces. The full
structures and their cut views are presented by A-blocks. A full color version

of this figure is available at Polymer Journal online.
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outer layers, and the diblock copolymer nanoparticles have more
complex structures when the B-preferential surface fields are applied
on the nanoparticle boundaries. Unfortunately, the strength of surface
field is usually unknown in experiments for the boundary of a
nanoparticle, which hampers the precise comparison between the
present results and other experiments. It is likely that the electrospin-
ning technique that creates pore confinement may be extended to
control the surface field of nanoparticles.44

Structural transition between the microstructures
To investigate the effects of surface fields on the microstructures in
more detail, we plotted the free energies as functions of surface-field
strengths in Figure 6. For convenient comparison, the free energies
depart from the corresponding neutral surface cases. The free energies
have a decreasing trend with increasing l because the energies of
adsorption interactions are negative. The significant decrease with the
strengths of the surface field appears in the small nanoparticle case,
although there are relatively slight changes in the free energies of the
large nanoparticles. Importantly, all of these free energy curves show
that the phase transitions are of the first order, although there are
tiny structural transitions in small nanoparticles with A-preferential
surfaces. Previous works have reported that the confinement-size-
induced phase transitions are generally considered of the first order in
nanopores and thin films.16,45,46 Our previous work also suggests that
the surface-field-induced phase transitions are of the first order for
diblock copolymers confined in nanorod arrays.47 The present obser-
vations are in agreement with those results from cylindrical, thin-film
confinements and nanorod array confinements. Another characteristic
is that the decrease in the free energies of the B-preferential surfaces is
more significant than that of the A-preferential surfaces, indicating
that the appearance of complex structures at B-preferential surfaces is
due to severe asymmetry between the two blocks in the confinement
system. These significant changes in the structures may be explained
by the hard-wall effects, as mentioned previously. Therefore, the
surface needs more adsorption energy to counteract the adsorptions
of A-blocks, and the interval adsorptions between the distinct blocks
lead to significant variations in the self-assembled microstructures.

Conclusion
In this work, we carried out a SCFTstudy on the surface-field-induced
microstructures of cylinder-forming diblock copolymer nanoparticles.
The typically small, moderate and large nanoparticles with single,
double and three layers have been considered, and a rich variety of
novel microstructures have been predicted in cylinder-forming diblock
copolymer nanoparticles with A- and B-preferential surfaces.
For the A-preferential surface, it is difficult to influence the small

nanoparticles with single-layered structures and the spherical shells
(rather than the outer layer) in the large nanoparticles with double- or
three-layered structures because of them having the same spherical
symmetry as those of the surface fields. Moreover, the nanoparticles
tend to assemble into concentric spherical lamellae when the surface
field is sufficiently strong. For the B-preferential surfaces, we observed
that the nanoparticles with single-layered structures transform into
spherical lamella structures because of the strong adsorption interac-
tions between the boundaries and the B-blocks. The spherically
concentric lamellae were not observed in the nanoparticles with
double- or three-layered structures, although the surface field is
sufficiently strong. Instead, the number of layers decreases in the
B-preferential surface cases, as spherical lamellae form near the
boundaries, which is equivalent to reducing the confinement size.
The inner layer varies significantly as lB increases. For the surface-

field-induced effects, it was suggested that the balance between the
short-range surface–polymer interactions and the long-range cylinder
interactions drive the double-layered structure into a relatively diverse
evolution process, and the novel structures can be understood based
on the accommodation between the inner and outer layers. On the
other hand, investigation of the free energies indicated that the free
energies decrease in the surface-field-induced cases, in which the more
significant decreases appear in the nanoparticles with either small
diameters or B-preferential surfaces. The variation in free energy also
suggests that the surface-field-induced transitions are of the first order.
The results in the present work are compared with the available
experiments and simulations, which are in general agreement.
Our observations are expected to not only enrich our knowledge of
surface-field-induced microstructures in nanoparticles but also be
helpful in the fabrication of diblock copolymer nanoparticles with
controlled patterns.
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